
Powder Springs Elementary 
Club Tome Reading Society 

 
 

Welcome to Club Tome Reading Society. We are excited that you want to be a part of the team! 

Tome Society is a Georgia reading initiative that includes book clubs, digital competitions, and an annual TomeCon 

conference. 

All activities promote the following:  

• Positive self-esteem 

• Leadership skills 

• Character ethics 

• Critical thinking skills 

• Creativity 

• Imagination in the digital age 
 
Dues 
$20 donation.  This will help cover chapter dues, t-shirts, and snacks.   
 

Practices 
Thursdays, 2:45-3:45 in the Media Center.   
 
Questions/Assignments 
Book questions and discussions will be communicated via CTLS. 

 

Competition Dates 

Ongoing through the school year.  These will be communicated via CTLS.     

 
Books 
For the elementary school level, students will read from the Tome Society “It List” for elementary school students. While 
students may read all books listed, students are not required to read every single book on the list. The 2023-2024 list 
includes the following books. 
 
*Publisher descriptions and reading ages excerpted from Amazon.com 
 

• The Green Ember by S.D. Smith: Heather and Picket are extraordinary rabbits with ordinary lives until 

calamitous events overtake them, spilling them into a cauldron of misadventures. They discover that their own 

story is bound up in the tumult threatening to overwhelm the wider world.  Kings fall and kingdoms totter. 

Tyrants ascend and terrors threaten. Betrayal beckons, and loyalty is a broken road with peril around every 

bend.  Where will Heather and Picket land? How will they make their stand?  (Age 6+) 

 

• Solving for M by Jennifer Swender: When Mika starts fifth grade at the middle school, her neat life gets messy. 

Separated from old friends and starting new classes, Mika is far from her comfort zone. And math class is the 

most confusing of all, especially when her teacher Mr. Vann assigns math journals. Art in math? Who's ever 

heard of such a thing?  But when challenges arise at home, Mika realizes there are no easy answers. Maybe, 

with some help from friends, family, and one unique teacher, a math journal can help her work out problems, 

and not just the math ones.  Debut author Jennifer Swender delivers poignant prose and illustrator Jennifer 



Naalchigar brings Mika's journal to life in this perfect equation of honesty plus hope that adds up to a 

heartwarming coming-of-age story.  (Age 9-12) 

 

• Coop Knows the Scoop by Taryn Sounders: The whole town is talking about what's buried beneath the 

playground...  Windy Bottom, Georgia is usually a peaceful place. Coop helps his mom at her café and bookstore, 

hangs out with his grandpa, bikes around with his friends Justice and Liberty, and is determined to live up to his 

dad's legacy. Windy Bottom is full of all kinds of interesting people, but no one has ever caused a problem. Until 

now.  And somehow, Gramps is taking all the blame! It seems like there are a lot of secrets that were buried in 

their small town after all...Will Coop and his friends get to the bottom of the mystery and clear Gramps's name 

before it's too late?  (Age 8-12) 

 

• The Smartest Kid in the Universe by Chris Grabenstein: 12-year-old Jake's middle school is about to be shut 

down--unless Jake and his friends can figure out how to save it. When Jake spies a bowl of jellybeans at the hotel 

where his mom works, he eats them. But those weren't just jellybeans, one of the scientists at his mom's 

conference is developing the world's first ingestible information pills. And THAT'S what Jake ate.  Before long, 

Jake is the smartest kid in the universe. But the pills haven't been tested yet. And when word gets out about this 

new genius, people want him. The government. The mega corporations. Not all of them are good people! Can 

Jake navigate the ins and outs of his newfound geniusdom (not to mention the ins and outs of middle school) 

and use his smarts to save his school? BONUS! Includes extra brainteasers to test your smarts!  (Age 8-12) 

 

• A Kind of Spark by Elle McNicoll: Ever since Ms. Murphy told us about the witch trials that happened centuries 

ago right here in Juniper, I can’t stop thinking about them. Those people weren’t magic. They were like me. 

Different like me.  I’m autistic. I see things that others do not. I hear sounds that they can ignore. And 

sometimes I feel things all at once. I think about the witches, with no one to speak for them. Not everyone in our 

small town understands. But if I keep trying, maybe someone will. I won’t let the witches be forgotten. Because 

there is more to their story. Just like there is more to mine.  (Age 8-12) 

 

• Solimar: The Sword of the Monarchs by Pam Munoz Ryan: Ever since Solimar was a little girl, she has gone to 

the ouamel forest bordering her kingdom to observe the monarch butterflies during their migration, but always 

from a safe distance. Now, on the brink of her quinceañera and her official coronation, Solimar crosses the 

dangerous creek to sit among the butterflies. There, a mysterious event gives her a gift and a burden--the 

responsibility to protect the young and weak butterflies with her magical rebozo, or silk shawl.  Solimar is 

committed to fulfilling her role, and has a plan that might have worked. But when her father, the king, and her 

brother, the prince, leave on an expedition, a neighboring king overthrows the kingdom and holds everyone left 

in the village hostage. It takes all of Solimar's courage to escape and then embark on a dangerous journey to 

save her kingdom, but she's not alone. Her pet bird, Lázaro, the butterflies she protects, and a magical rag doll, 

Zarita, are with her. Then, at a precarious moment, she meets a river boy who knows the rapids.  Even with help, 

can Solimar save her family, the kingdom, and the future of the monarchs from a greedy king?  (age 8-12) 

 

• Freddie vs. The Family Curse by Tracy Badua: Freddie Ruiz is cursed.  While other people may have bad 

days, Freddie and his family have had bad generations: from bird poop splatting on him during picture day to the 

many tumbles and trips that earned him the nickname Faceplant Freddie. He’s learned to lay low and keep 

himself out of trouble—which means: no fun, no friends, and definitely no risks! But when he discovers a family 

heirloom, a century-old amulet from the Philippines that’s supposed to bring good fortune, Freddie thinks his 

luck is finally about to change.  He couldn’t be more wrong. Because the spirit of Freddie’s cranky great-

granduncle Ramon is trapped in the heirloom, and the evil spirits responsible for his death have returned with a 



vengeance. Now, Freddie and his cousin, Sharkey, have thirteen days to break the curse, or Freddie will join 

Ramon for an untimely afterlife in the amulet.  (Age 8-12) 

 

• The Marvellers by Dhonielle Clayton: Eleven-year-old Ella Durand is the first Conjuror to attend the Arcanum 

Training Institute, a magic school in the clouds where Marvellers from around the world practice their cultural 

arts, like brewing Indian spice elixirs and bartering with pesky Irish pixies.  Despite her excitement, Ella discovers 

that being the first isn’t easy―some Marvellers mistrust her magic, which they deem “bad and unnatural.” But 

eventually, she finds friends in elixirs teacher, Masterji Thakur, and fellow misfits Brigit, a girl who hates magic, 

and Jason, a boy with a fondness for magical creatures.  When a dangerous criminal known as the Ace of 

Anarchy escapes prison, supposedly with a Conjuror’s aid, tensions grow in the Marvellian world and Ella 

becomes the target of suspicion. Worse, Masterji Thakur mysteriously disappears while away on a research trip. 

With the help of her friends and her own growing powers, Ella must find a way to clear her family’s name and 

track down her mentor before it’s too late.  (Age 9-12) 

 

• Out of Range by Heidi Lang: Sisters Abby, Emma, and Ollie have gone from being best friends forever to mortal 

enemies.  Thanks to their months-long feud, they are sent to Camp Unplugged, a girls’ camp deep in the heart of 

the Idaho mountains where they will go “back to nature”—which means no cell phones, no internet, and no 

communicating with the outside world. For two whole weeks. During that time, they had better learn to get 

along again, their parents tell them. Or else.  The sisters don’t see any way they can ever forgive each other for 

what they’ve done, no matter how many hikes and campfire songs they’re forced to participate in. But then 

disaster strikes, and they find themselves lost and alone in the wilderness. They will have to outrun a raging 

wildfire, make it through a turbulent river, escape bears and mountain lions and ticks. They don’t have training, 

or food, or enough supplies. All they have is each other. And maybe, just maybe, it will be enough to survive.  

(Age 8-12) 

 

• Just Gus by McCall Hoyle: Gus is a livestock guardian dog with one job―protecting his farm from coyotes and 

foxes. He likes keeping the sheep, the chickens, and his humans safe, and he’s very good at it.  One day, Diego 

and his dad come to visit the farm, and Gus immediately connects to the small boy. They both like to sit still and 

enjoy the quiet, and Gus can tell that Diego likes being around a gentle giant of a dog, that it helps relieve the 

boy’s constant worry.  When Gus detects the scent of a bear in the woods, he rushes to protect his flock, injuring 

his leg in a fight with the dangerous beast. Wounded, Gus needs to rest and heal away from his sheep, so he 

doesn’t risk reinjuring his leg. Diego suggests Gus come home with them to the North Carolina coast.  Suddenly, 

Gus is thrust into a new world of saltwater and sand and neighbors who don’t appreciate the presence of a large 

guard dog, like the neighbor who reminds Gus of his first owner―the junkyard man with the heavy boots.  Gus 

realizes Diego might need a friend as much as his sheep need a protector, but if he can’t learn to control his 

instincts, like barking and patrolling the neighborhood, Gus might lose his chance to stay in his new home. If he 

can’t protect the farm or his boy, Gus worries he might never find his place in the world.  Just Gus is a tender 

story of belonging and of two friends who learn they are better together than they were alone.  (Age 8-11) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Powder Springs Elementary 
 Club Tome Permission Form 

 

 

My student, __________________________________________, has my permission to participate in the 2023-2024 Club 

Tome. We agree to follow the team policies outlined above. 

I understand that my student may, but is not required, to read every book on the list (see above). 

Parent/Guardian Signature:  _________________________________________________ Date: ______________ 

Student Signature: ________________________________________________________ Date: ______________ 


